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The research proposes a method for detecting valve system
faults in an engine. The methodology is based on the detec-
tion of impulsive sound embedded in the high level of back-
ground noise by using the sliced Wigner fourth order moment
spectra (SWFOMS) which is inherently more robust in the
presence of random (Gaussian) noise. However, in previ-
ous work, the SWFOMS for multiple signals had problems
with its application which were due to the existence of non-
oscillating cross-terms not smoothed by conventional meth-
ods. In this paper, the γ-method is developed to smooth non-
oscillation cross-terms. Finally, the techniques developed are
applied to the diagnosis of valve system faults in an engine.

1. Introduction

In general, the impulsive noise and vibration signal
generated from an engine are due to abnormal condi-
tions of the moving components of an engine, such as
the valve train mechanism, piston slap, injector and
crankshaft train [2,11,15,16,18]. Thus, the detection
of the impulsive signal is useful for extracting infor-
mation about the condition monitoring of these com-
ponents in an engine [14,16]. The signals measured
from an engine in a normal condition are commonly
complicated signals containing both narrowband and
broadband components. The presence of an abnormal
condition is often indicated by the presence, or increase
in, impulsive signal elements [11]. These impulsive
signals may be due to a change of stiffness, mass in the
system or the input force of system [12], and by charac-
terizing them one can gain insight into the likely causes

of the fault. The detection of these impulsive signals
is hampered by the presence of signals associated with
the normal running of an engine, with the consequence
that the detection of the weak impulsive signals, which
are especially associated with incipient faults, is dif-
ficult. It is the ‘normal’ signals that form the back-
ground noise environment against which the detection
of fault-induced impulsive signals must be conducted.
To aid fault detection, it is valuable to enhance the im-
pulsive signals by suppressing this background noise
prior to further processing. Such pre-processing can be
based upon one of several signal-processing paradigms.
After successful pre-processing, the signal has an in-
creased Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR), which makes it
more amenable to one of a range of signal process-
ing tools which can be used to characterize the sig-
nal, including Auto-Regressive (AR) modelling [10],
kurtosis evaluation [3], cepstrum analysis [11], time-
frequency analysis [5,20], higher order spectra [4], the
two stage Adaptive Line Enhancer [16] and the sliced
Wigner fourth order moment spectra (SWFOMS) [14].
The SWFOMS, in particular, has been inherently more
robust in detecting impulsive signals embedded in the
presence of random (Gaussian) noise.

However, the SWFOMS suffers from non-oscillating
cross-terms for multicomponent signals. These cross-
terms cannot be smoothed by a conventional kernel
function such as an exponential kernel function, which
has been used for smoothing of cross-terms in the bilin-
ear time-frequency method [8]. In this paper, in order to
smooth the non-oscillating cross-terms, the SWFOMS
smoothed by the γ-method has been developed and
applied to the diagnosis of valve system faults in an
automotive engine.

2. Review of the sliced Wigner fourth-order
moment spectra (SWFOMS)

The general Wigner higher order moment spectra
(WHOMS) of order n + 1 for signal s(t) is defined by
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W4(t, f1, f2, f3)p,q,r,s = Wssss(t − tm, f1 + fd3/4 − fq, f2 − fd3/4 + fr, f3 + fd3/4 − fs)
×ej2π(fd3 t+f1δ1+f2δ2+f3δ3+fq(δm−δ1)−fr(δm−δ2)+fs(δm−δ3)−fpδm)

p, q, r, s ∈ {a, b}
(5)

Fonollosa [7]

Wn+1(t, f1, . . . , fn)

=
∫

xi

S∗
(
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fi +
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ξ

)
· (1)
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i=1

S(∗)i+1
(
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ξ

)
e−j2πξtdξ

where n = 1, n = 2 and n = 3 are the Wigner-Ville
distribution (WVD), the Wigner third order moment
spectrum (WTOMS) and the Wigner fourth order mo-
ment spectrum (WFOMS), respectively.

Although the WVD has significant resolution ad-
vantages over other time-frequency methods, its ap-
plication is obstructed by problems associated with
cross/interference terms. In the following, we present
expressions for the cross-terms of the WVD and the
WFOMS. Consider a signal x(t) which consists of two
components sa(t) and sb(t),

x(t) = sa(t) + sb(t) (2)

Moreover, consider a specific form of the two com-
ponents,

sa(t) = s(t − ta)ej2πfat (3a)

sb(t) = s(t − tb)ej2πfbt (3b)

where s(t) is a prototype signal, ta and tb are time
shifts and fa and fb are frequency shifts. In general, the
n + 1th order Wigner distribution for two component
signals is the sum of 2n+1 distributions, of which two
are auto-terms and 2n+1−2 are cross-terms. A general
expression for cross-terms in the signal of the form
in Eq. (2) can be developed. These expressions are
derived by simply substituting Eqs (2) and (3) into the
definitions of the distributions and performing simple,
but tedious, manipulations [17].

2.1. The Wigner-ville distribution (WVD)

W2(t, f)p,q

= Wss(t − tm, f − fm)ej2π(fd1 t+fδ−fmδ), (4)

p, q ∈ {a, b}

where tm = (tp + tq)/2, similarly fm = (fp +
fq)/2, δ = tq − tp, fd1 = fq − fp and Wss(t, f)
is the WVD of s(t). By way of an example of the
above notation, W2(t, f)a,b(p = a, q = b) represents
the cross-term between sa(t) and sb(t). The complete
WVD of x(t) is the sum of all components W2(t, f)p,q .
From Eq. (4) it is clear that W2(t, f)a,b = W2(t, f)∗b,a
ensuring that the final distribution is real. Further, note
that W2(t, f)a,a and W2(t, f)b,b are simply Wss(t, f)
repositioned in the time-frequency plane.

It is also apparent that the cross-terms are oscillatory
and that the rate of oscillation in the frequency direction
(t = constant) is δ and the rate of oscillation in the
time direction (f = constant) is fd1 . Thus the cross-
terms oscillate more rapidly the further apart the signal
components are. Assuming smoothing is used to reduce
the cross-terms, it is then the rapid oscillations which
are most easily attenuated, with the result that the cross-
terms between closely spaced components are more
troublesome to attenuate than the cross-terms between
distant components.

2.2. The Wigner fourth order moment spectrum
(WFOMS)

where fd3 = (fq + fs − fp − fr), δ3 = tp − ts, δm =
(δ1+δ2+δ3)/4 and Wssss(t, f1, f2, f3) is the WFOMS
of s(t). In this case the auto-terms are non-oscillating
and are located at the ‘natural’ position. To see this,
take p = q = r = s = a, then fd3 = 0 and the
auto-terms are centered on the frequency triplet (f 1 =
fa, f2 = fa, f3 = fa).

2.3. The sliced Wigner fourth order moment spectra

The general Wigner higher moment spectra
(WHOMS) are functions of n + 1 variables. This
presents problems when attempting to display results,
since the resulting plot exists in n + 2 dimensional
space. The computation of the WHOMS also imposes
a heavy computational burden, as one is required to per-
form n dimensional FFTs for each time segment. For
these reasons it is common to consider a subset of the
WHOMS called the principal slice. The principal slice
is defined as the only plane in which a single complex
exponential appears as a Dirac delta. This plane for the
WFOMS is obtained by setting f1 = −f2 = f3 = f
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and n = 3 in Eq. (1). It is called the SWFOMS (sliced
Wigner fourth order moment spectra). This slice gener-
ally includes both auto-terms and cross-terms and as we
show below, the number of cross-terms is significantly
reduced.

By taking the principal slice of the WFOMS the only
terms in Eq. (5) which are guaranteed to remain are
those for which r = p and s = q, so the original 14
cross-terms in the WFOMS reduce to only two in its
principal slice. The principal slice version of Eq. (5) is

W4(t, f)p,q

= Wssss(t − tm, f − (fp + fq)/2) (6)

= ej2π(2fd3 t+2fδ−2fmδ), p, q ∈ {a, b}
This should be compared with the corresponding ex-

pression for the standard Wigner distribution Eq. (4).
In both cases the cross-terms are located mid-way be-
tween the auto-terms and oscillate at rates proportional
to the separation of signal components.

While Eq. (6) describes all the terms which neces-
sarily lie on the principal slice, if the two frequency
shifts are equal, i.e. fa = fb, then fd3 = 0 in which
all the elements of Eq. (6) lie on the principal slice and
we write

W4(t, f)p,q,r,s = Wssss(t − tm, f − fp)
(7)

ej2π(tp−tq+tr−ts)(f−fp)

These components are located in time at quarter in-
tervals between ta and tb. None of the terms in Eq. (7)
oscillates as a function of time; furthermore, for terms
satisfying tp − tq + tr − ts = 0, Eq. (7) is completely
non-oscillatory. If the conventional smoothing is ap-
plied to reduce these non-oscillation cross-terms, it is
will fail to attenuate non-oscillatory terms since these
non-oscillatory terms are difficult to distinguish from
the auto-terms [14]. Hence, the conventional smooth-
ing is processed by multiplying the ambiguity function
of the SWFOMS by kernel functions [17].

3. Smoothing of non-oscillating cross-terms in the
SWFOMS

In order to smooth effectively the non-oscillating
cross-terms in the SWFOMS, consider the frequency
version of the WVD,

W (t, f) =
∫

ξ

S∗
(

f +
1
2
ξ

)
S

(
f − 1

2
ξ

)
(8)

e−j2πξtdξ

(a)
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  + t →
 sh (f,-τ)

 s*
h (f,τ) ←+ t

∆ti -tj

Tγ

Th

Fig. 1. Illustrating the proper width of the γ(τ) window function.
(a) convolving signal s∗h(t). (b) convolving of signal sh(t) (c)
Tγ > ti − tj/2 − Th (d) Tγ < ti − tj/2 − Th.

The pseudo Wigner distribution (PWD) [1] can be
written by using the frequency domain windowing
function H(ξ/2) as follows:

Wpw(t, f)
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Fig. 2. Comparison between the WVD and SWFOMS for the two component signals centered at 0.2 s and 1.08 s with 12.5 Hz. (a) SWFOMS.
(b) WVD.
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Fig. 3. Comparison between the WVD and SWFOMS for the two component signals centered at 0.2 s and 1.08 s with 12.5 Hz. (a) The WVD
weighted by an exponential kernel. (b) The SWFOMS weighted by an exponential kernel.
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Fig. 4. The SWFOMS smoothed by the γ-method for the two component signals centered at 0.2 s and 1.08 s with 12.5 Hz.
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ξ
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=
1
2

∫
ξ′

H(−ξ′)H∗(ξ′)S∗(f + ξ′)

S(f − ξ′)e−j2πξ′(2t)dξ′

where ξ′ = ξ/2. Using convolution, Eq. (9) may be
written as follows:

Wpw(t, f) = s∗h(f, 2t) ∗
t

sh(f, 2t) (10)

where sh(f, t) is the short time Fourier transform
(STFT), Therefore, the PWD can be written as,

Wpw(t, f) = s∗h(f, 2t) ∗
t

sh(f, 2t)
(11)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
s∗h(f, t + τ)sh(f, t − τ)dτ

In order to emphasize the auto-terms of the PWD for
a multi-component signal, a window function γ(τ) can
be incorporated into Eq. (11) and the smoothed Wigner
distribution (SWD) can be developed as follows:

W2,sw(t, f)
(12)

=
∫ ∞

−∞
γ(τ)s∗h(f, t + τ)sh(f, t − τ)dτ

We refer to this window function as the γ method. In
Eq. (12), when γ(τ) = 1, the SWD becomes the WVD
and when γ(τ) = δ(τ) the SWD becomes the spectro-
gram. Therefore, in order to smooth the cross-terms
of the WVD for the signal of the form of Eq. (3), the
duration Tγ for γ(τ) needs to be selected in accordance
with,

Th < Tγ < min
i,j

ti − tj
2

− Th (13)

where ti and tj are the temporal positions of the signal
components and Th is the duration of h(t). A picto-
rial explanation for Eq. (13) can be seen with reference
to Fig. 1. Consider the convolution of sh(f, 2t) and
s∗h(f, 2t) using a rectangular window γ(t). In order
that only the auto-terms are convolved, the condition
Eq. (13) should be satisfied as shown in Fig. 1(c); oth-
erwise the cross-terms will also be included in convo-
lution, as shown in Fig. 1(d). The SWD is obtained by
convolving two signals sh(f, 2t) and s∗h(f, 2t) with re-
spect to time and using the γ-method for smoothing the
cross-terms in Eq. (12). Similarly, a smoothed version
of the SWFOMS also can be obtained by the convolu-
tion of two SWD W2,sw(f, 2t) and W ∗

2,sw(f, 2t) with
respect to time as follows:

W4,swfoms(t, f) =
(14)

1
2

∫
τ

γ(τ)W2,sw(f, t + τ) · W ∗
2,sw(f, t − τ)dτ
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Fig. 5. Valve train system and cylinder head of the 2.0 litre, in-line 4 cylinder engine used in this test.
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Fig. 6. Results of enhancement for measured data from an automotive engine with abnormal condition of valve system. (a) Time series data. (b)
Enhanced data after two stage ALE.

4. Numerical example

This theoretical observation is verified via a simu-
lation, the results of which are shown in Fig. 2. In

Fig. 2(a), The SWFOMS is computed for a 128 point
time series at an assumed sampling rate of 100 Hz.
The signal contains two components occurring at dif-
ferent times, 0.2 and 1.08 s, but at the same frequency,
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Fig. 7. Sliced Wigner forth order moment spectra smoothed by the exponential kernel for the enhanced signal after two stage ALE.

12.5 Hz. In this case there are three sets of cross-terms,
in contrast to a WVD that would only generate a single
set of cross-terms as shown in Fig. 2(b). The SWFOMS
cross-terms appear at quarter intervals between the two
components. The off-center cross-terms at 1/4th and
3/4ths of the interval are oscillatory albeit only in the
frequency direction. However, the cross-terms appear-
ing at mid point contain both an oscillatory element and
a non-oscillating element. Figure 3 shows the results of
applying the exponential kernel to the data depicted in
Fig. 2. The results of this simulation are less satisfying
since the exponential kernel is poorly suited to remov-
ing cross-terms since it is impossible to smooth non-
oscillating cross-terms by the exponential kernel func-
tion as shown in Fig. 3(a). Even the WVD weighted
by exponential kernel cannot remove the cross term
perfectly as shown in Fig. 3(b). The effectiveness of
smoothing the SWFOMS using the γ-method is again

demonstrated via a simple simulation. Figure 4 depicts
the SWFOMS calculated for the same data set as used
to compute Fig. 2 using the γ-method. In this case, the
sampling frequency is 100 Hz, the number of samples
is 512, and ti − tj = 0.88 s. The width of window for
γ(τ) is 0.12 s, and the duration of the sliding window
h(τ) with a bandwidth of 50 Hz is 0.64 s. According
to these results, the non-oscillating cross-terms can be
eliminated, as shown in Fig. 4.

5. Application

The engine used in this test was a 2.0 litre, in-line
4-cylinder engine. The engine was operating at a nom-
inal idling speed of 800 rpm. One microphone was
used to make measurements in the engine compart-
ment. This microphone was calibrated with a B&K
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Fig. 8. Sliced Wigner forth order moment spectra smoothed by the γ-method for the enhanced signal after two stage ALE.

pistonphone [94dB(A)]. The measured analogue data
were converted to digital form at a sampling rate of
10 kHz. Figure 5 shows the drawing of the valve train
system and cylinder head of the test engine. A lash ad-
juster screw controls the contact force between the ele-
phant cup of the lash adjuster and the valve stem of the
valve and the equivalent stiffness of the valve system.
In the engine production line, impulsive sounds are in-
troduced by incorrectly setting the lash adjuster screw
out of range of the design value [9,19]. This wrong
setting affects not only the dynamic behaviour of the
valve system but also the performance of the engine [6].
These impulsive sounds are generated as the valve head
impacts on the valve seat of the cylinder head when
the valve opens and closes. However, these impulsive
sounds are immersed in the high level of background
noise, such as integer multiples of fundamental rotation
speed and broadband random noises [2]. Figure 6(a)

shows the signal measured from the microphone. These
results show that the impulsive sounds are immersed
in the background noise. In order to enhance these
impulsive sounds, the two-stage ALE (Adaptive Line
Enhancer) has been employed [2]. Figure 6(b) shows
the impulsive sounds enhanced by the two-stage ALE.
After the two-stage ALE, the harmonic noises of en-
gine rotation and pure tone noises are nearly cancelled.
However, making an objective measurement of impul-
sive sounds still tends to be difficult because of the high
level of broadband random noise. In addition, these
impulsive sounds are non-stationary in nature and one
cannot readily use the frequency domain representation
to identify the temporal location of an event. For the
time-frequency analysis of this non-stationary impul-
sive sound immersed in the broadband random noise,
the SWFOMS, which is a more robust time-frequency
method in the presence of random (Gaussian) noise, has
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been employed. Figure 7 shows the SWFOMS analysis
smoothed by an exponential kernel function, which is
one of conventional kernels, for these non-stationary
impulsive sounds immersed in the broadband random
noise. The light bar expresses the relative magnitude
to maximum magnitude with 64 ranks of grey colour.
However, it is difficult to identify the impulsive sounds
because of non-oscillating cross-terms among the im-
pulsive sounds. If the SWFOMS smoothed by the γ-
method is applied, this Fig. can be clarified as shown in
Fig. 8. Again, this demonstrates that the first dominant
impulsive sound occurs at a crank angle of 445◦. This
impulsive sound, which has frequency components at
4200 Hz and 2800 Hz, is due to the closing of an ex-
haust valve. The second dominant impulsive sound,
which occurs at a crank angle of 485◦, has frequency
components at 4200 Hz and is one of the weak impul-
sive sounds due to other moving components of the test
engine, such as piston motion, crankshaft, injector, etc.

6. Conclusion

A trial detecting the impulsive sounds occurring from
faults of the valve system in an engine has been done.
These impulsive sounds are immersed in the high level
of background noise. The sliced Wigner fourth order
moment spectra (SWFOMS) has been employed be-
cause of its robustness in the presence of random (Gaus-
sian) noise. In the application of the SWFOMS, the
non-oscillation cross-terms between impulsive sounds
make it difficult to detect the impulsive sounds. The
SWFOMS smoothed by γ-method has been developed
in this paper to smooth these non-oscillation cross-
terms, and it has been successfully applied to the de-
tection of valve system faults in an engine.
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